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Istation Reading 
& Istation Math
ISIP Assessments
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Chalk your ABC's
outside.  What else 
can you write and 

draw? 

3

Count to 10 forwards 
and backwards!
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Read a book. 
Pretend you are a 
character in the 

story.  What would 
you do differently? 
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Go on a nature walk!
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Play Freeze Tag! 
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Draw a picture for a 
friend or family 

member. Write your 
name, and send it in 

the mail.  
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Build a castle with 
your blocks or Legos! 
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Go on  a Bug Hunt! 
How many bugs can 

you spot? 
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Call a friend or family 
member.  Tell them 
all about your first 

two weeks of 
summer vacation.
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Cook something with 
your mom and dad 
in the kitchen.  Help 
measure, pour, and 

mix! 
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Play your favorite 
board game.  

Who won? 

17

Draw a picture of 
your favorite animal.  
Write one fact about 

the animal? 

18

Cut the letters of your 
name out of a 

magazine.  Glue 
them to a piece of 

paper. 
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Draw or write your 
teacher a letter! 

Send it to her! 
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Read your favorite 
book to your favorite 

stuffed animals.  
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Set up an obstacle 
course in the 

backyard.  Who can 
complete it the 

fastest?
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Play Zookeeper!  
Your toy animals 

need a bath.  Give 
them a bath in the 

bathtub or sink.  
Splish! Splash! 
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Pretend you are at 
the beach.  Draw or 

write about what you 
see and hear!

26

Count to 30.  Can 
you go higher? What 

comes next? 

27

28 29

Play 
hopscotch 

outside! 

30

Freeze water in 
different size 

containers.  Build an 
ice castle outside. 
Watch it melt! Try 

adding food coloring 
to the castle as it 

melts.

June Summer Fun Menu
Take advantage of breakfast, lunch, snack, and dinner time to have conversations with your child. Find time to play 

outside twice a day. End the day by reading a story to your child before bedtime.


